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� Core/shell structured graphene fiber
with silver-coated silicon was formed
by wet-spinning.

� This study examined the battery
performance depending on structural
effect and different reduction
conditions.

� We achieved a highly enhanced per-
formance of capacity and excellent
rate capabilities, comparing to simple
mixture.
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We present a fabrication of scalable coaxial core/shell silicon (Si)-graphene fiber prepared by dual-
nozzle-induced wet-spinning assembly for high-performance Si anode. Over 50 wt% of Si nano-
particles mixed with graphene oxide suspension can be incorporated in the core with the outstanding
dispersibility of unique silver-coated Si nanoparticles in aqueous media. The core fiber is further
encapsulated by graphene shell which not only provides conducting pathways, but also alleviates severe
volume expansion of Si core. This novel core/shell Si anode with double locked graphene architecture
delivers more stable cycle performance and superior rate capability than anodes composed of simple
mixture of Si-graphene composites.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been intensively developed as
one of the most promising energy storage devices. The potential
uses of LIBs to power future portable electronic devices, electrical
vehicles, and smart grids have prompted the development of novel
materials and systems to enhance the energy density and cycle life
of LIBs [1,2]. However, conventional graphite anodes with a low
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theoretical capacity (372 mA h g�1) in LIBs cannot meet the de-
mand for high power and energy density for future advanced de-
vices and large-scale energy storage systems.

As an alternative, silicon (Si) has received considerable attention
recently as a next-generation anode material because of its highest
theoretical specific capacity of ca. 3500 mA h g�1 as well as low
lithiation potential, low cost, and environmental safety [3e5].
Despite these favorable features, commercialization of Si-based
anodes is still not realized owing to their low intrinsic electrical
conductivity and significant challenges such as a considerable
volume change (>300%) during the lithiationedelithiation process
and safety issues related to lithiated Si. In particular, the volume
change causes high stress and pulverization, and eventually breaks
down the electrical contact from the current collector or other
conductive phases, resulting in degradation of the electrode and a
limited cycle life [6e8]. Therefore, extensive research efforts have
endeavored to alleviate the aforementioned challenges, and
thereby to improve the electrochemical performance of Si-based
anode materials.

Nanostructured Si anode materials with various morphologies
such as nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanowires, and thin films have
been developed to overcome the problem of volume change, and to
improve cycle performance [9e11]. These nanostructured Si anodes
offer potential solutions by providing a smaller absolute volume
change, as well as additional benefit of the short diffusion path of
the Liþ ion that enhances kinetic performance. However, there are
problems associated with the intrinsic nanoscale dimensions of
these anodes: their large surface areas and low packing density are
responsible for serious side reactions with the electrolyte and low
volumetric energy density, respectively. Thus, Si composites with
carbon supporting materials (e.g., carbon black and carbon nano-
tubes) have exploited to realize considerably enhanced cell per-
formance: the outstanding multi-functionality of the composites
enables protection of the Si surface from electrolyte and imparts
superior conductive properties and mechanical flexibility that is
sufficient to alleviate extensive volume expansion [12,13].

Among various carbon supporting materials, in particular, gra-
phene and its derivatives have been actively employed owing to
their superior electrical, thermal, and mechanical strength. For
example, there have been reports of synthesizing composites of Si
and graphene by a number of different methods, including elec-
trostatic attraction [14e16], freeze-drying [17], vacuum filtration
[18e20], ultrasonication [21], cross-linking [22,23], plasma-
assisted ball-milling [24,25], electrospinning [26,27], and layer-
by-layer assembly [28,29]. These approaches demonstrate that
graphene acts as an elastic buffer to accommodate the volume
expansion of Si nanoparticles and as a good electron conductor.
However, it is still highly desirable to develop a simple, scalable,
and effective strategy that can utilize the strength of carbon ma-
terials such as graphene to overcome the limitations of Si anodes.

Herein, we developed a large-scale solution-processable fabri-
cationmethod to produce core/shell structured graphene fiber with
silver-coated Si (Si@Ag) nanoparticles for high performance anodes
by a dual-nozzle wet-spinning assembly strategy (Scheme 1).
Si@Ag nanoparticles were used to provide outstanding conductiv-
ity and improved cycle life as demonstrated in our previous report
[30]. We further examined the architectural effect of core/shell
structures by comparing the performance between coaxial core/
shell fibers and simple mixtures. The coaxial fibers showed highly
improved electrochemical performance not only with high char-
geedischarge capacities, but also with excellent rate capabilities
even at a high rate of 10C due to the improved mechanical strength
and electron pathway between Si nanoparticles and graphene
sheets. Finally, we demonstrated that the uniquely interconnected
core/shell structure exhibited electrical conductivity without any
conducting agents such as super P carbon black.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of Si@Ag nanoparticles

The Si@Ag nanoparticles were prepared according to previous
literature [30]. In brief, 0.25 g of Si powder (average diameter of
50 nm, 99.9%, Aldrich) was dispersed into 20 mL of ethanol at 50 �C
in a propylene reactor. Subsequently, 5.0 mM of silver nitrate
(AgNO3, Aldrich) and 5.0 mM of n-butylamine (Aldrich) was added
to the solution with stirring for 10 min. As-synthesized Si@Ag
nanoparticles were rinsed with ethanol to remove excess Ag pre-
cursor. Finally, it was filtered out and dried at 80 �C for 12 h in a
vacuum oven.

2.2. Synthesis of graphene oxide suspension

Graphite oxide was synthesized from graphite powder by
modified Hummers method and exfoliated to give a brown
dispersion of graphene oxide (GO) under ultrasonication [31,32].

2.3. Preparation of core/shell structured Si@Ag/GO fibers by wet-
spinning

Core/shell structured Si@Ag/GO fibers were fabricated by wet-
spinning method using dual-nozzle. Si@Ag nanoparticles dis-
solved in deionized water (200 mg/mL) were mixed with GO
dispersion (20 mg/mL) (Si@Ag:GO ¼ 1:1, v/v) to enhance the con-
ductivity among Si@Ag nanoparticles. This homogenously mixed
solutionwas transferred to a syringewhich is connected to the core
channel of spinneret, while the separate GO dispersion (20 mg/mL)
was connected to the shell channel of spinneret. The core (at a rate
of 10 mL/h) and shell (at a rate of 60 mL/h) solutions are injected to
coagulation solution containing chitosan solution (0.50 wt% in
0.50 wt% acetic acid). After immersion for 30 min in a coagulation
bath, the as-prepared Si@Ag/GO fibers were dipped into 0.50 wt%
acetic acid for 3 h and then finally washed with deionized water for
3 h to remove the residual coagulation solution. Thewashed Si@Ag/
GO fibers were collected by vacuum filtration.

2.4. Reduction of Si@Ag/GO fibers

The chemical reduction of the Si@Ag/GO fibers was typically
carried out with a hydrazine vapor treatment at 80 �C for 24 h to
afford chemically reduced Si@Ag/GO fibers (hereafter, Si@Ag/
CRGO). The thermal reduction was further performed by heating
the sample in a quartz furnace under an argon atmosphere. The
temperature was raised to 200 or 900 �C at a rate of 5 �C/min,
maintained for 1 h, and slowly cooled down to room temperature to
provide thermally reduced Si@Ag/CRGO fibers of Si@Ag/TRGO200

and Si@Ag/TRGO900, respectively.

2.5. Characterizations

Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS; Perkin
Elmer, ELAN DRC-II) analysis was used to confirm the content of Ag
on the Si nanoparticles. Field emission scanning electron micro-
scopy (FE-SEM; Hitachi, S-4800) was used to observe surface
morphologies of wet-spun samples. Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA; TA instruments, Q50) was used to calculate the mass content
of Si and GO. The microstructures of samples were studied using a
high power X-ray diffractometer (XRD) and a Cu Ka source (Rigaku,
D/MAZX 2500V/PC).



Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of coaxial Ag coated Siegraphene fibers by wet-spinning process.
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2.6. Electrochemical analysis

The electrochemical properties of simple mixture and coaxial
fiber electrodes were tested by galvanostatic discharging and
charging processes in coin-type half cells (2016 R-type) with
20 mm in diameter and 1.6 mm in thickness. The cells were
composed of active material/super P carbon black/binder com-
posite as a working electrode and lithium metal as a counter
electrode, and prepared in an argon-filled glove box. The electrode
consisting of active material (simple mixture or coaxial fiber, 80 wt
%), super P carbon black (conducting agent, 10 wt%, TIMCAL), and
poly(acrylic acid)/sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (50/50, wt/wt,
Aldrich) binder (10 wt%) with active mass loading amount of
~1 mg/cm2. The resulting slurry was coated on a copper current
collector and dried in a vacuum oven at 150 �C for 2 h. The elec-
trolyte was composed of 1.3 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/diethyl
carbonate (EC/DEC, 30/70 v/v, Panaxetec) with 10 wt% fluoro-
ethylene carbonate (FEC). The cells were cycled at a rate of
0.05e10C between 0.005 and 1.5 V (vs. Li/Liþ). All the electro-
chemical measurements were carried out with a WBCS-3000 bat-
tery cycler (Wonatech Co.) at room temperature. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed in
the frequency range from 10 mHz to 1 MHz with an amplitude of
10 mV at the charged state (~1.5 V).

3. Results and discussion

We introduced a dual-nozzle wet-spinning method to fabricate
the core/shell-structured fibers using the Si@Ag nanoparticle so-
lution for the core and the GO suspension for the shell nozzle
(Scheme 1). Electrically conductive Si@Ag nanoparticles were
initially synthesized by the chemical reduction of Agþ ions in the
presence of Si nanoparticles with amild reducing agent, as reported
in our previous paper [30]. This method provides the formation of
Ag nanoparticles coated on the Si nanoparticles in an aqueous so-
lution with an average diameter of 13 nm for Ag nanoparticles on
50 nm Si nanoparticles (see Figure S1 in Supplementary data). The
content of Ag nanoparticles was ~3 wt% as confirmed by inductively
coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) analysis. Owing to
their good dispersion in aqueous solution, Si@Ag nanoparticles are
compatible with the stable GO suspension prepared using the
modified Hummers method [31,32]. The coaxial Si@Ag/GO fibers
were produced by coagulation in a chitosan solution through pol-
yionic complexation between negatively charged GO sheets and
positively charged chitosan solution [33]. The as-prepared core/
shell Si@Ag/GO fibers exhibit mechanical stability due to the elec-
trostatic interaction between chitosan and GO. The robust me-
chanical properties of coaxial fibers were also demonstrated by
winding fibers with lengths of several tens of centimeters long
around a glass rod (see Figure S2 in Supplementary data). It is also
important to note that this method is highly scalable for mass
production of graphene based composites, benefiting from the
solution-processable wet-spinning method.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 1a shows
the successful enveloping of Si@Ag nanoparticles by the GO shells.
The diameter of the Si@Ag/GO fibers is about 380 mm, including
270 mm diameter of the Si@Ag core fibers. Once the coaxial fiber
was produced, Si@Ag/GO underwent a reduction process by
chemical and thermal protocols to enhance the electrical conduc-
tivity and the integrity of the resulting composite. As shown in
Fig. 1b, c and S3, the diameter of Si@Ag/GO fibers decreased after
the reduction process to 360 mm, including 233 ± 23.5 mmdiameter
of the core of Si@Ag fibers, and the shell thickness of the fibers was
ranged from 15 to 65 mmwith an average thickness of 39.1 mm. The
magnified SEM image of core Si@Ag fibers revealed that Si@Ag
nanoparticles were uniformly confined and well interconnected
with graphene sheets within the core (Fig.1d). The graphene sheets
within the Si core fiber can play a critical role of enhancing the
electrical conductivity and further reinforcing the mechanical
strength of the Si core fiber together with the additional graphene
shell. As a result, the double locked graphene structure of the co-
axial fiber can accommodate a large volume change of the Si
nanoparticles and facilitate the electron conduction from Liþ ions
during the lithiationedelithiation process, by enhancing the inter-
connection between Si@Ag nanoparticles and graphene sheets in
the core fiber and encapsulating the Si core fiber with the graphene
shell.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to classify each
contribution of Si and graphene in Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers in 60% O2
and 40% N2 condition. Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers showed decom-



Fig. 1. SEM images of (a) as-prepared Si@Ag/GO fibers and (bed) the Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers after chemical and thermal reduction. (d) Magnified SEM image of internal structure of
the core fiber in part c.
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position at 500 �C by degradation of graphene, remaining the
amount of about 57% andmass fractionwas subsequently increased
above 500 �C due to the oxidation of containing Si@Ag nano-
particles in core fibers (Fig. 2a). In order to confirm the
Fig. 2. (a) TGA of Si@Ag nanoparticles, Si@Ag/TRGO900, and TRGO900 fibers in 60% O2

and 40% N2 condition at a rate of 5 �C/min. (b) XRD of Si@Ag/GO and Si@Ag/TRGO900

fibers with characteristic diffraction patterns of Si and Ag.
compositional ratio in Si@Ag/TRGO900, the individual Si@Ag
nanoparticles and TRGO900 fibers were also analyzed because each
content can be calculated by a simple Equation (1) [14].

WSi@AgXSi@Ag þWTRGO900
�
1� XSi@Ag

� ¼ WSi@Ag=TRGO900 (1)

where WSi@Ag, WTRGO900, and WSi@Ag/TRGO900 are residual weight
percent of Si@Ag, TRGO900, and the Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers, respec-
tively. XSi@Ag is the Si@Ag content in the Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers.
Si@Ag was partially oxidized above 500 �C in O2 condition of TGA
with a increase in mass (~115%). TRGO900 fibers without Si@Ag did
not show any increment above 500 �C with remaining 9% resultant.
As a result, Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers contained approximately 48 wt%
TRGO900 and 52 wt% Si@Ag, respectively, without any residues. It
shows that over 50 wt% of Si nanoparticles mixed with GO sheets
were incorporated in the core because of the outstanding
compatibility of aqueous Si@Ag nanoparticles with the stable GO
suspension.

We could also confirm the degree of reduction of Si@Ag/GO as
different reduction process through TGA. In the case of Si@Ag/GO
fibers, many oxygen-containing functional groups of GO such as
carboxyl, hydroxyl, and epoxide groups accounting for about 36 wt
% were mainly decomposed at 200 �C (see Figure S4 in Supple-
mentary data). Some portion of oxygen-containing functional
groups disappeared after hydrazine vapor reduction, but still
remained (~16 wt%) in the 25e400 �C range of Si@Ag/CRGO fibers,
while Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers did not show any decomposition of
functional groups, indicating Si@Ag/GO fibers was entirely reduced.
It means that additional thermal reduction is necessary for inhib-
iting the side reaction between functional groups and electrolyte as
well as enhanced conductivity of fully reduced GO.

The successful reduction of the graphene fiber is also supported
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis as presented in Fig. 2b. After
reduction, the broad XRD peak of GO at 11.9� disappeared and the
new peak at 26.4� appeared, corresponding to the d-spacing of
0.338 nm which is close to that of natural graphite (0.335 nm),
while Si@Ag/TRGO900 showed no significant change in the XRD
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characteristic peaks of Si and Ag.
In order to investigate the effect of the architecture of double

locked graphene on the Si nanoparticles, electrochemical proper-
ties of Si@Ag/TRGO900 and simple mixture of Si@Ag and TRGO900 as
the anodes in LIBs were evaluated using a coin-type half cell
(2016R) within 0.005e1.5 V (vs. Li/Liþ). All samples were fabricated
using the same composition. Simple mixed sample was physically
mixed with two components, while Si@Ag/TRGO900 was obtained
by the wet-spinning process that enables graphene to be applied
both in the core and shell of the coaxial fibers.

Fig. 3 and S5 compare electrochemical performance for simple
mixture and Si@Ag/GO fibers treated by different reduction pro-
cesses. Si@Ag/TRGO900 exhibited a relatively low discharge (charge)
capacities of 1423 mA h g�1 (1124 mA h g�1) with coulombic effi-
ciency of 79.0% compared to simple mixed composite,
1603 mA h g�1 (1309 mA h g�1) with coulombic efficiency of 81.7%,
at first cycle at 0.05C rate (Fig. 3a). It is obvious that Si@Ag/TRGO900
showed a better cycling performance with a charge capacity of
974 mA h g�1 after 100 cycles at 0.2C rate, corresponding to 86.7%
capacity retention, while simple mixture showed the specific
charge capacity of 959 mA h g�1 after 100 cycles, corresponding to
capacity retention of 73.3% through a normalized capacity by
dividing the first charge capacity (Fig. 3b). It is expected that the
active Si materials in the simple mixture react more easily with Li
ions by their large surface area exposed to the electrolyte, resulting
in the high capacity at the first cycle. The cell with simple mixture,
however, suffered from the severe capacity drop at initial few cycles
due to the loss of active materials by significant structure
destruction during continuous cycling. On the contrary, the cell
with doubly protected Si@Ag/TRGO900 displayed stable cycle
retention without a noticeable decline in capacity, in spite of the
low capacity at the first cycle for the hindrance of Li ion diffusion by
graphene [20,34,35].

Especially, the rate performance of Si@Ag/TRGO900 was superior
to that of the simple mixture. The rate capabilities of both elec-
trodes are plotted in Fig. 3c. The improved electrochemical per-
formances can be explained as follows: (i) the dual graphene-
protected core/shell structure plays a key role in alleviating the
mechanical stress on the Si nanoparticles during large volume
change in cycling; and (ii) the uniform dispersion of Si nano-
particles in graphene layers in core fiber leads to a significant
enhancement in the electrical conductivity of Si nanoparticles with
the highly improved electron pathway than that of simple mixed
sample.

Reduction process has strongly affected the cell performance in
Si@Ag/GO. Both Si@Ag/CRGO and Si@Ag/TRGO200 showed lower
charge capacity and coulombic efficiency than Si@Ag/TRGO900 and
Fig. 3. Electrochemical evaluation of Si@Ag/CRGO, Si@Ag/TRGO fibers and a simple mixtu
performance with different reduction processes. (c) Rate capabilities (0.2e10C) of simple m
simple mixture with TRGO900, which was completely reduced with
enhanced electrical conductivity as shown in Fig. 3a. This may be
attributed to the functional groups that remained on the graphene
fiber surface, and it can cause serious side reactions during the
lithiation process in carbonate-based electrolytes [36]. Even though
all samples were fabricated via a wet-spinning process, the gra-
phene layers irrespective of the position of the fibers were different
depending on the reduction processes. Generally, poor electro-
chemical performance was observed when CRGO was used as the
anode in LIBs. However, the CRGO subjected to additional thermal
reduction at high temperature showed much higher specific ca-
pacity, because functional groups on the GO surface was removed
completely as confirmed by TGA analysis [34,37,38]. As a result, the
side reaction of the Si@Ag/TRGO900 was significantly decreased
compared to that of other samples with much higher specific ca-
pacity and coulombic efficiency.

To verify excellent cycling and rate performances of Si@Ag/
TRGO900 fibers, the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements of the simple mixture and the Si@Ag/TRGO900 were
also performed on cycled (first and 50th) electrodes (Fig. 4). Ac-
cording to the equivalent circuit, RS is the ohmic series resistance
that is associated with the cell components, such as the electrolyte
or other components. RSEI is the Li ion transfer resistance through
the SEI layer, RCT is the charge transfer resistance, and W is the
Warburg impedance about the Li ion diffusion into the active ma-
terials. The capacitor components were replaced by the constant
phase elements (CPE1 and CPE2). In the EIS spectra, the total cell
resistance of the simple mixture and the Si@Ag/TRGO900 were 88
and 78 U after the first cycle, respectively. After 50th cycles, the
total resistance of the simple mixture was 122 U, while that of the
Si@Ag/TRGO900 was 102 U. Although the values of both electrodes
increased after 50th cycles, the total resistance in the core/shell
structured Si@Ag/TRGO900 increased less than that in the simple
mixture. It is attributed that the double locked graphene layers
enhance the structural integrity and electrical conductivity of the
Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes during charge and discharge cycles.
Another noticeable point is that most of surfaces of the electrodes
consisting of Si and graphene were covered with SEI layers after
long cycling. As the electrode was fabricated with a mixture of
conducting agent and binder, it was hard to discern the architecture
of coaxial fibers; nonetheless, we found that the overall electrode
structure did not undergo severe volume changes causing deteri-
oration of cycling performance (see Figure S6 in Supplementary
Information).

Furthermore, we investigated electrochemical properties of
Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes without a conducting agent (Fig. 5). In
most of LIBs, the conducting agent has been used to facilitate
re of Si@Ag and TRGO900: (a) First cycle and (b) charge capacity normalized cycling
ixture and Si@Ag/TRGO900. The first cycle voltage profiles were obtained at 0.05C rate.



Fig. 4. Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of (a) simple mixture and (b) core/shell structured Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes after first and 50th cycles. The inset in part b rep-
resents the equivalent circuit.
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electron transport between active materials. Since the cell does not
operate in the absence of conducting agents in Si anode, the
incorporation of conducting agent into Si anode materials is
essential to overcome its low intrinsic electrical property. Thus, it
would be meaningful to investigate cell performance of the elec-
trode without conducting agent in Si anode system. Because
TRGO900 could provide a high electrical conductivity to Si nano-
particles, it was expected not to require additional conducting
agent like super P carbon black.

As such, TRGO900 fibers were used as the anode, the first
discharge and charge capacities were 503 mA h g�1 and
210 mA h g�1, respectively, with a coulombic efficiency of 41.7%.
Fig. 5. Electrochemical evaluation of Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrode prepared without a
conducting agent. (a) First cycle voltage profiles of TRGO900 and Si@Ag/TRGO900

electrodes were obtained at 0.05C rate in the voltage ranges of 0.005e1.5 V. (b) Cycling
performances of TRGO900 and Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes obtained at the same voltage
range at 0.2C rate.
After 100 cycles at 0.2C rate, the charge capacity was 196 mA h g�1,
corresponding to the capacity retention of 93.3% compared to the
first cycle. In addition, the Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrode without a
conducting agent showed discharge and charge capacities of
1204 mA h g�1 and 960 mA h g�1, respectively, with a coulombic
efficiency of 79.7% and the charge capacity was 766 mA h g�1 after
100 cycles, corresponding to the capacity retention of 79.8%. The
charge capacity of Si@Ag with conducting agent after 100 cycles at
0.2C rate was 1320 mA h g�1 with the first charge capacity of
1550 mA h g�1; however without a conducting agent, it exhibited
severe deterioration of cycling performance [30]. Although the
specific capacity of Si@Ag/TRGO900 without any other conducting
agent was slightly lower than that of the Si@Ag and Si@Ag/TRGO900
electrode with the conducting agent, it showed relatively good
cycling retention, because TRGO900 that provides an electrical
pathway could compensate for the lower electrical conductivity of
the Si nanoparticles. This result suggests that the double locked
Si@Ag/TRGO900 fiber electrode fabricated by wet-spinning exhibits
enough electrical conductivity even in the absence of conducting
agents leading to significantly improved electrochemical perfor-
mances, including high specific capacity, stable cycling, and high
rate capabilities.

4. Conclusion

We presented a facile process based onwet spinning to fabricate
graphene-enveloped Si@Ag fibers with a core/shell structure. After
additional chemical and thermal reduction, the graphene sheets
were found to have fewer structural defects with a significant
enhancement in the electrical conductivity. This treatment led to
improved electrochemical performances, including a high revers-
ible capacity, stable cycling retention, and superior rate capabilities
in LIBs. In addition, the double locked Ag-coated Si-graphene core/
shell structure not only alleviated large volume change, but also
markedly improved the electrical conductivity of Si nanoparticles.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that Si@Ag/TRGO900 can be used
without the addition of conducting agents. This simple and versa-
tile method can be extended to other nanoparticles to synthesize
high-performance anode materials for practical rechargeable-
battery applications.
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